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gamesRobyn Ransom Robyn Ransom (born 1965) is a Canadian artist based in
Toronto, Ontario. She is a leading figure of the Canadian art scene and her work

can be found in notable museums and collections throughout the world,
including the MASS MoCA, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the

Stedelijk Museum, Tate, Galerie nationale du Jeu de Paume in Paris, and the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. Biography Born in Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada in 1965, Ransom studied at Vancouver's Emily Carr
Institute of Art and Design (1984–1990) and at Emily Carr University

(1989–1991). She received an MFA from the California Institute of the Arts in
1992 and an L.L.M. in legal studies from the University of British Columbia in

1996. She has worked with Marshall McLuhan, teaching at the University of
Toronto McLuhan Seminar (1994–1995), and played the role of Walcott's muse

in the Performance Art Network's 36-hour work performance group the
Assume You're Good at Keeping Secrets. The performance, completed in 1994,
involved Ransom and her two then-partners, choreographer Colin A. Morin and
visual artist Sheena Wellington-Bleich, spending 36 hours hiding in McLuhan's
study. Ransom began working in New York City in 1995, and in 1997 she was

one of the first artists in the city to demonstrate the critical potential of the
Internet. Ransom was an early adopter of the Internet, and she took significant
steps towards making her work more widely known and accessible. Her work
was extended beyond its first brief by the Web, and she has continued to work

with new technologies since the turn of the millennium. Her work has been
widely featured in exhibitions and publications. Her 2001 Performance Piece,
Sleeping in the Past (originally titled A Full Archive from Brazil), set up the

first phase of her slow material incorporation into installations. It was
performed at the Mass MoCA from November 2001 to January 2002, at the

Centre Culturel Suisse in Paris in 2003, and at the National Gallery of Australia
in 2002. A Full Archive from Brazil is the first installation in which Ransom

explored the possibilities of making her work more than a series of
performances. This work was also the first of Ransom's installations to be in a

museum. 3da54e8ca3
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